Effectiveness of case-area targeted interventions including vaccination on the control of epidemic cholera: protocol for a prospective observational study


ABSTRACT

Introduction Cholera outbreaks in fragile settings are prone to rapid expansion. Case-area targeted interventions (CATIs) have been proposed as a rapid and efficient response strategy to halt or substantially reduce the size of small outbreaks. CATI aims to deliver synergistic interventions (eg, water, sanitation, and hygiene interventions, vaccination, and antibiotic chemoprophylaxis) to households in a 100—250 m ‘ring’ around primary outbreak cases.

Methods and analysis We report on a protocol for a prospective observational study of the effectiveness of CATI. Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) plans to implement CATI in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Cameroon, Niger and Zimbabwe. This study will run in parallel to each implementation. The primary outcome is the cumulative incidence of cholera in each CATI ring. CATI will be triggered immediately on notification of a case in a new area. As with most real-world interventions, there will be delays to response as the strategy is rolled out. We will compare the cumulative incidence among rings as a function of response delay, as a proxy for performance. Cross-sectional household surveys will measure population-based coverage. Cohort studies will measure effects on reducing incidence among household contacts and changes in antimicrobial resistance.

Ethics and dissemination The ethics review boards of MSF and the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine have approved a generic protocol. The DRC and Niger-specific versions have been approved by the respective national ethics review boards. Approvals are in process for Cameroon and Zimbabwe. The study findings will be disseminated to the networks of national cholera control actors and the Global Task Force for Cholera Control using meetings and policy briefs, to the scientific community using journal articles, and to communities via community meetings.

Strengths and limitations of this study

⇒ This is the first effectiveness study of case-area targeted interventions (CATIs) that includes oral cholera vaccination to respond to a cholera outbreak.
⇒ The prospective observational study design will provide rigorous measurement of exposures and outcomes whereas a randomised controlled trial would be logistically challenging to undertake during the early phase of a cholera outbreak, and ethically challenging given the need to withhold interventions that constitute the standard of care.
⇒ Multiple substudies are used to holistically evaluate the impact of CATI on community incidence and household transmission, and the coverage and uptake by communities.
⇒ The non-randomised design is a key limitation of this study.
⇒ Other limitations include the uncertainty: of community acceptance and uptake of CATI; in the adherence of the response team to the intervention standards; and in the course of the outbreak and in attaining adequate statistical power.

INTRODUCTION

Background and rationale

From 2018 to 2020, in the major focal areas for cholera transmission, the number of reported suspected cases has decreased (eg, in Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Haiti), transmission has ceased (eg, in South Sudan), and in some settings, transmission has remained high (eg, in Ethiopia, Somalia, Yemen). Within each of these scenarios, the risk of small outbreaks propagating and rapidly expanding remains substantial; in 2021, explosive cholera outbreaks have
expanded during the rainy season in northern Nigeria, Niger and Cameroon. This rapid spread is driven by inadequate access to water and sanitation, poor hygiene practices, population displacement from conflict and natural disasters, overcrowding in camps and slums, and disrupted surveillance and response systems; mortality risk is influenced by poor access to healthcare and high prevalence of acute malnutrition.

Standard cholera response involves reinforcing surveillance and laboratory practices, water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) interventions, case management and community engagement, and conducting oral cholera vaccination (OCV) campaigns. Mass responses are delivered over large areas like towns and districts. To avoid delays in scaling responses, more agile control strategies have been proposed to target the foci of small outbreaks. The delivery of hygiene kits to households of patients of cholera treatment units, for example, has demonstrated reductions in cholera incidence among household contacts and in faecal contamination of drinking water. Another strategy, case-area targeted intervention (CATIs), involves the early detection of primary outbreak cases and delivery of a rapid response to households in a 100–250 m ‘ring’ around the case’s household to halt or substantially reduce transmission. To increase the capacity to differentiate cholera from other diarrhoeal diseases, CATI can employ rapid diagnostic testing (RDT) with an enrichment step to substantially increase diagnostic performance.

Cholera outbreaks are driven by household and community transmission via bacterial shedding from infected persons and contamination of water, food and fomites. CATI’s potential strength is its capacity to address person-to-person and environmentally-mediated transmission routes via synergistic interventions that act in the short term (ie, point-of-use water treatment, hygiene promotion with soap distribution and antibiotic chemoprophylaxis) and longer term (ie, vaccination). We conducted a scoping review to assess the effectiveness of the individual interventions delivered by CATI (and other targeted strategies) and the geographical risk zone for infection. It suggested that the combination of household water treatment, hygiene promotion emphasising hand-washing with soap and antibiotic chemoprophylaxis adapted to household delivery shows promise for the rapid reduction of localised transmission. A single dose of OVC can substantially extend the strength and duration of protection in the short term (the 2-month effectiveness is 89%, 95% CI 43 to 98%). A high-risk spatiotemporal zone of 100–250 m around case-households lasting for 7 days was supported by analyses of epidemic data and a computational model also suggested that CATI including household WASH, OCV and antibiotic chemoprophylaxis distributed over a 100 m ring could reduce epidemic duration and size.

CATI (without OCV) is currently used in numerous settings for outbreak control and CATI (with OCV) has been harnessed to suppress sporadic clusters at the end of mass vaccination campaigns. However, rigorous evaluation of its effectiveness is scarce. Seven evaluations of CATI (without OCV) were conducted in Bangladesh, Cameroon, DRC, Haiti, Nepal and two feasibility studies of CATI (with OCV) at the end of mass vaccination campaigns were conducted in South Sudan and Cameroon. The most comprehensive evaluation was a retrospective observational study of CATI (without OCV) in Centre Department, Haiti from 2015 to 2017. It demonstrated a relationship between the speed of implementation and reductions in incidence of suspected cholera and outbreak duration. Its detailed analysis was limited by its reliance on retrospective, routine data and incomplete documentation of the geographical extent and the population of the target areas, inconsistency in the exposure (ie, different combinations of interventions), lack of OCV and a lack of culture confirmation or rapid testing of suspected case clusters.

The Global Task Force for Cholera Control (GTFCC) has highlighted three main gaps in the understanding of CATI’s effectiveness: its mix of interventions, the OCV delivery strategy, and the impact of CATI (with OCV) on transmission. We report on a protocol for a prospective observational study on the effectiveness of a CATI strategy to be implemented by Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF). The study aims to evaluate CATI interventions which integrate household WASH, single-dose OCV and antibiotic chemoprophylaxis, and examine the impact on reduction in the cumulative incidence. Given that there is no policy option to obtain vaccines from the global OCV stockpile for CATI, MSF is obtaining a small quantity of OCV directly from the manufacturer to store in-country in preparation for CATI. We describe the generic study protocol with emphasis on the study in DRC, where ethical and administrative approvals have been obtained.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS

Study design and rationale

A prospective observational study is proposed. The gold-standard design, a cluster randomised trial, would require randomising communities to receive (or have withheld) commonly used and individually effective interventions that are the standard-of-care for cholera outbreaks, and is thus ethically challenging to implement during an outbreak. In addition, randomisation would not be logistically-feasible during the acute phase of an emergency response. To improve on the drawbacks of prior observational studies of CATI, we propose (1) prospective data collection of exposures and outcomes based on a scenario where CATI is administered using (2) a standardised intervention package which represents a standardised exposure (ie, a uniform intervention package and ring-radius) and (3) enriched RDT-testing of suspected cases to target the most likely cholera clusters. The prospective observational study will run in parallel to the implementation of CATI during a cholera epidemic. The unit of analysis is the ‘ring’, which is defined as a
Figure 1  Infection, CATI response and measurement in a study ring, inspired by. This figure describes the study design, events and interventions, mechanisms of infection and infection prevention, and measurements. In a set of rings (table in top left corner), a given ring has a first delay for the case to be detected by, and a second delay from detection to CATI response. After implementation, the effects of interventions occur after a third delay. This results in direct and indirect protection for persons in the ring. Incident cases occurring after 2–30 days postimplementation will contribute to the cumulative incidence. The cumulative incidence across rings is compared between rings as a function of delay to response. CATI, case-area targeted intervention.

geographically delineated cluster of a predefined radius around every primary case. The primary outcome measure is cumulative incidence in the ring 30 days after the start of CATI implementation (figure 1 depicts the implementation and study measurement). CATIs will be triggered immediately on notification of each primary outbreak case in a new area. As with most real-world interventions there will be delays to response as the strategy is rolled out due to the workload of the teams who are responding to multiple alerts in different communities and the distance between the CATI team and affected communities. This delay serves as a proxy for CATI’s capacity to rapidly provide protection in a real-world scenario, based on the rationale that a prompt response can reduce the cumulative incidence. To inform the range of potential delays, we conducted a meta-analysis of time to detection and response to cholera outbreaks in fragile states, and found that the median delay between symptom onset of the first-detected case to outbreak detection is 5 days (IQR 5–6). Note that MSF aims to respond more rapidly with CATI, while the outbreak is still small.

As the time of infection cannot be captured, there is no means of estimating whether cases were infected between the end of incubation period of the primary case and the start of implementation. Therefore, cases detected in the ring will be counted toward incidence after a fixed delay of 2 days (ie, the upper limit of cholera’s median incubation period (1–2 days)).

In addition to the main study on effectiveness, three substudies will be undertaken:

1. Household coverage substudy: Cross-sectional surveys will be undertaken 21 days after the CATI implementation to measure coverage of interventions, uptake of WASH interventions, and outcome measures for water quality and quantity. Coverage estimates will be incorporated into the effectiveness analysis to account for variability in coverage across rings.

2. Household transmission substudy: A cohort study of household contacts in the primary case-households will be used to evaluate the effectiveness CATI in reducing intra-household transmission by measuring the incidence of symptomatic and asymptomatic cholera by positive enriched RDT.

3. Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) substudy: The potential for increasing AMR using azithromycin is greater than for doxycycline (see online supplemental information 1 for the rationale underlying this approach). If doxycycline is used, only routine AMR monitoring in V. cholerae isolates will be undertaken. If azithromycin is used, a cohort study of AMR will also be undertaken. Here, in a subset of rings, a description of AMR at baseline and post-administration of Enterobacteriae will be assessed among all persons receiving antibiotics.

Aims and objectives

1. We aim to evaluate the effectiveness of CATI on the reduction of cumulative incidence of suspected cases that are positive by enriched RDT in the rings (‘main study’).

The secondary objectives are:

1. To evaluate the effectiveness of CATI in reducing the cumulative incidence of deaths in the rings (‘main study’).

2. To estimate the coverage of individual components of CATI (household coverage substudy).

3. To evaluate the effectiveness of CATI in reducing the intrahousehold transmission (household transmission substudy).

4. If chemoprophylaxis is included in the CATI package, to describe the presence or changes of AMR in V. cholerae and/or indicator Enterobacteriae (AMR substudy).

5. To describe the overall spatiotemporal transmission patterns of the outbreak.

6. To document the resources and costs required.

Study setting and launch criteria: DRC as an example

A risk assessment will be undertaken in each country to highlight health zones with elevated incidence and persistence of transmission over the last 5 years (the GTFCC’s definition for a hotspot). In DRC, the hotspots include health zones near the Great Lakes with seasonal epidemics (eg, Ituri, Nord Kivu, Sud Kivu, Tanganyika, Haut Lomami, Haut Katanga) and cholera-free areas where outbreaks have recently appeared (eg, Kasai, Sankuru). MSF has prepared to implement CATI where it has sufficient capacity for a robust response (ie, provinces of Haut Katanga, Ituri, Kasai Oriental, Nord and Sud Kivu, Tshopo). The MOH has undertaken preventive vaccination campaigns in hotspots in Nord and Sud Kivu, Haut Katanga, Tanganyika and Haut Lomani. The national cholera elimination plan also contains a targeted
WASH strategy (‘quadrillage’) to increase water supply and quality and hygiene promotion in a 500 m radius around clusters of suspected cholera cases.31 45

Intervention
MSF and the MOH will select an intervention strategy based on scientific evidence,14 national policies45 and operational considerations. RDTs and enrichment materials will be prepositioned in health facilities for rapid verification of alerts.46 CATI will be implemented in rings of 100—250 m (or, rural settlements of a slightly larger size) surrounding the households of the primary case(s). A primary case is defined as the first case detected in a new ring that was previously cholera-free.

CATI will be launched in a health zone that is experiencing a new outbreak. A new outbreak is signalled by a clustering of suspected cholera cases.31 45

Table 1 Intervention package for CATI in the DRC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain and control target</th>
<th>Details on materials and delivery method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| WASH to immediately reduce transmission via household water treatment, and to facilitate safe water storage, hand-washing, safe food handling and excreta disposal29 77 78 | Hygiene kit that includes12:  
   ► Jerreycan (10—20 L) for water collection and storage  
   ► Point of use water treatment products (eg, chlorine/Aquatabs, flocculant if water has high turbidity)  
   ► Soap  
   ► Handwashing device (10 L bucket with tap)  
   The kit will contain consumables sufficient for 1 month’s use. |
| Antibiotic chemoprophylaxis to prevent or clear infection among household members and direct neighbours of cases (loses effect within 2 days due to its biological half-life)13 79–81; | Single-dose, oral doxycycline delivered to members of primary case household and directly adjacent households.  
   ► Adults (≥15 years): doxycycline, 300 mg, orally  
   ► Children (1—12 years): doxycycline, 4 mg/kg, orally  
   ► Infants (<1 year) and pregnant women will receive azithromycin instead |
| Oral cholera vaccination to prevent infection for a longer duration (taking effect several days after administration when an immune response is reached)15 86 | Single-dose, OCV (Euvichol-Plus, Eubiologics, Seoul, South Korea) given to persons ≥12 months of age  
   In accordance with national guidelines and in collaboration with the MoH, the single dose of OCV will be followed by a second dose after CATI.45 |
| Active case finding and case management | Referral mechanism to refer severely dehydrated cases to a cholera treatment unit and support to cholera treatment facilities. |

CATI, case-area targeted intervention; DRC, Democratic Republic of the Congo; OCV, oral cholera vaccination; WASH, water, sanitation and hygiene.

The sample size was calculated using a statistical simulation (published in a separate article).37 48 The simulation explicitly modelled the transmission dynamics and the effects of CATI within the first 30 days of a new outbreak in a set of rings. We then performed the study analysis of effectiveness (ie, the association between the delay to implementation (as a proxy for performance) across rings and the reduction in cumulative incidence (as a proxy for effectiveness) on these modelling results. The power was estimated for a range of sample sizes of rings (ie, 50—150 rings) with a mean size of 500 persons. This reflects the size of outbreaks where CATI was recently used in Haiti and Nepal.32 33 Targeting 80—100 rings was estimated to achieve power ≥80%, using a basic reproduction number of 2.0 and a dispersion coefficient of 1.0—1.5.48

Study procedures
Recruitment
A schedule of the implementation and data collection is shown in table 2. On notification of a primary case, the study team led by a study coordinator will accompany the response team to the site. The approval process to carry out CATI will be conducted by the response team and is not covered here. The study team will seek a separate study approval verbally from the village leader using a formal process and informed consent from the primary case to collect case information. With these approvals, the team will take the coordinates of the primary case household using a tablet device. This will be used to automatically delineate a 100—250 m ring around the case-household, which is automatically visualised and can be adjusted
Table 2  Schedule of study interventions and data collection activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study intervention</th>
<th>Beginning of cholera season</th>
<th>Health zone(s) meets outbreak criteria</th>
<th>For each new RDT-positive case</th>
<th>Day 0 stool sample collection (substudies only)</th>
<th>Day 7 stool sample collection (substudies only)</th>
<th>Day 30 stool sample collection (substudies only)</th>
<th>21 days post-CATI implementation</th>
<th>End of epidemic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routine surveillance by health facilities enriched RDTs, aided by CHWs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATI response and study are launched</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation and study teams visit village/neighbourhood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community leader approval for intervention/study</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS delineation of ring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enumeration of ring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATI delivered in ring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stool sample collection (substudies only)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage survey conducted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data analysis and reporting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CATI, case-area targeted intervention; CHWs, community health workers; GIS, geographic information system; RDT, rapid diagnostic testing.
Data on potential confounders at the ring level will be collected. This includes the distance to the nearest health facility (to account for the ability of cases to seek care and for response teams to reach sites); estimated population density to account for the capacity to achieve coverage rapidly (derived from the WorldPop database); and, average daily rainfall to account for the propensity for infection and ease of access for response teams (derived from satellite rainfall measurements from the Climate Hazards Group InfraRed Precipitation with Stations dataset). In addition, the survey-based coverage of households by CATI to account for variability in uptake of interventions and incidence at the start of implementation to account for the initial outbreak severity will be included as confounders.

Fidelity to implementation guidelines in each ring will be documented through a set of process indicators including the delay to implementation and time to completion. Through the coverage survey, uptake and reasons for low uptake of individual interventions will be monitored. Direct and indirect costs of CATI will be documented.

Coverage substudy
Coverage will be estimated using individual coverage surveys in each ring 21 days after implementation. The minimum sample size for the household survey (600 or 30 randomly sampled households in at least 20 rings) is calculated to estimate mean vaccination coverage with a precision of ±10%, assumption of 70% one-dose vaccination coverage, alpha error of 5%, design effect of 2.5, finite population of 1000, mean household size of 5.5 persons, and non-response of 10%. Simple random sampling of the enumerated households will be used to select 30 households. The data collectors will interview the household heads to collect outcomes. These include the number of household members, receipt of CATI and its components, reasons for refusal, observations of remaining stocks (eg, chlorine tablets, soap, containers), observations of their placement as a proxy for uptake (eg, soap 1 m away from a kitchen and latrine) and individual uptake (vaccination coverage). Drinking water will be tested for free residual chlorine concentration using a pool tester and for turbidity using a turbidity tube. Absent households will be visited twice during the day, and if still absent, replaced with another randomly sampled household.

Household transmission and AMR substudies
The substudies will be undertaken in a subset of every fifth systematically sampled ring, based on attaining 80—100 rings. In the household transmission study, all household contacts of the primary case will be enrolled, interviewed for demographics and risk factors, and followed with self-collected stool samples and monitoring for cholera symptoms at days 0, 7 and 30 after notification of the primary case, following a protocol similar to Weil et al. The presence of V. cholerae among symptomatic and asymptomatic
cases will be detected by enriched RDT and compared on
the basis of response delay.

The AMR substudy will only be conducted if azithromycin is used in the CATI interventions (see online supplemental information 1 for the rationale underlying this approach). Within each of the systematically sampled rings, the primary case household will be selected for the household transmission study, and an additional five adjacent households that received chemoprophylaxis will be included. From each of the six households for the AMR study, one adult per household will be randomly selected for monitoring presence of resistant Enterobacteriaceae. Stool samples will be collected from each of these participants at days 0, 7 and 30 after notification of the primary case. The sample size for the AMR substudy is 120 adults, which is adequate for evaluating the difference between a change in AMR-prevalence of from 20% to 40% (95% confidence level, power of 80% and 50% inflation due to sample degradation and/or refusal). If doxycycline is used, only routine AMR monitoring in V. cholerae isolates will be undertaken.

Laboratory outcomes and procedures

Given that running culture or PCR for each suspected case would be unfeasible, this study will use RDTs on enriched stool samples. Whole stool samples will be incubated in alkaline peptone water for 4–6 hours at ambient temperature before RDT testing; RDTs used will be Crystal VC, Arkray Healthcare, Surat, India and/or SD Bioline, Standard Diagnostics, Seoul, Korea. The rationale for using the enriched instead of a direct RDT is the high specificity (98.9%, 95% CI 97.8–99.6) and sensitivity (89.3%, 95% CI 71.8% to 97.7%). The initial suspected cases and a subset of ≥5 cases per health facility each week will be culture confirmed. Wet filter paper or Cary Blair media will be used to transport stool samples at ambient temperature for culture and AMR testing. For routine AMR monitoring of V. cholerae isolates against tetracycline, azithromycin, nalidixic acid and ciprofloxacin, the disk diffusion method will be used. For the AMR substudy, AMR monitoring in Enterobacteriaceae will be done by selecting for resistant strains using antibiotic-enriched bacterial growth media.
differences in confounders rather than the intervention effect. This may be erroneously attributed to the intervention effect if unmeasured. Propensity score matching will be used to match the rings on a probability of the ring receiving the intervention conditioned on a set of confounders. \footnote{The set of confounders will include variables that are assumed to be strongly associated with the outcome or exposure (cumulative incidence in the ring and the delay to CATI response, respectively), including incidence prior to implementation (severity; as explored by Michel et al. \cite{Michel2019}), distance to site, population density, and prior OCV coverage (see data collection section above for a full set of confounders). \cite{Ratnayake2022}} The generalised propensity score can be calculated by linear regression with the delay to response as the independent variable and the confounders as the covariates. \footnote{Rings will be grouped into a set of \( \geq 5 \) strata. Balance between confounders among strata will be checked (eg, standardised mean difference \( \geq 0.1 \) marking imbalance). A GLMM will be used to calculate the unbiased average treatment effect within each strata and the main unbiased estimator across weighted strata. Missing data will not be imputed for the analysis.}

As the study takes place during an epidemic, its natural progression is difficult to predict and the sample size may fall short of the power requirements. Post hoc analytical techniques to address power for cRCTs can be applied, including pairwise matching on ring variables or changing the unit of analysis from rings to households. \footnote{As the study takes place during an epidemic, its natural progression is difficult to predict and the sample size may fall short of the power requirements. Post hoc analytical techniques to address power for cRCTs can be applied, including pairwise matching on ring variables or changing the unit of analysis from rings to households.} A secondary analysis of the effect of CATI on reducing the spatiotemporal clustering of cases will be done. The \( \tau \) statistic can be used to measure the relative risk (RR), compared with a reference value, of observing cases in a time window from 15 to 250 m from primary cases and 1–7 days). \footnote{As the study takes place during an epidemic, its natural progression is difficult to predict and the sample size may fall short of the power requirements. Post hoc analytical techniques to address power for cRCTs can be applied, including pairwise matching on ring variables or changing the unit of analysis from rings to households.} Finally, providing the intervention package remains relatively homogeneous between sites, a pooled analysis of rings across sites will be conducted, adjusting for household clustering. For the AMR substudy (Objective 5), the change in prevalence of carriers of azithromycin-resistant \( \text{Enterobacteriaceae} \) will be estimated for days 0, 7 and 30. \footnote{The study will be conducted in a very challenging context—cholera-affected areas of urban or rural and remote areas—where insecurity, poor road access, the rainy season and logistical issues with moving supplies are major concerns.} The level of community acceptance of the intervention is dependent on relationships between the community and implementers including MSF and the MOH. Some level of mistrust of government and partners regarding outbreak response are anticipated. \footnote{As the study takes place during an epidemic, its natural progression is difficult to predict and the sample size may fall short of the power requirements. Post hoc analytical techniques to address power for cRCTs can be applied, including pairwise matching on ring variables or changing the unit of analysis from rings to households.} Given that CATI is limited to a small group of communities, similar to Ebola ring vaccination, this delivery approach may not always be an acceptable proposition to a community. \footnote{As the study takes place during an epidemic, its natural progression is difficult to predict and the sample size may fall short of the power requirements. Post hoc analytical techniques to address power for cRCTs can be applied, including pairwise matching on ring variables or changing the unit of analysis from rings to households.} These challenges can be countered, to some extent, through preconsultation with communities. That MSF has a long history of collaboration with these MoHs and communities throughout historical cholera outbreaks is a strength in terms of community trust. Finally, CATI does not attempt to improve water supply or contamination at the community level (as compared with CATI approaches in Kinshasa where water was brought to the community). \footnote{As the study takes place during an epidemic, its natural progression is difficult to predict and the sample size may fall short of the power requirements. Post hoc analytical techniques to address power for cRCTs can be applied, including pairwise matching on ring variables or changing the unit of analysis from rings to households.} Therefore, environment-to-human transmission via contaminated community water sources are not fully addressed in this model, and therefore, cannot be evaluated under this protocol. We do note that most likely in the context of outbreak, the initial primary infection from a water source is followed by extensive secondary person-to-person, faecal-oral transmission. \footnote{As the study takes place during an epidemic, its natural progression is difficult to predict and the sample size may fall short of the power requirements. Post hoc analytical techniques to address power for cRCTs can be applied, including pairwise matching on ring variables or changing the unit of analysis from rings to households.}

### Other analyses (objectives 3–7)

For the household coverage substudy (objective 3), mean coverage of CATI, its component interventions, and reasons for refusal or a missed CATI will be estimated with 95% CIs, accounting for the clustered design. Mean individual single-dose vaccination coverage and 95% CIs will be estimated for all persons. \( \chi^2 \) or Fisher’s exact tests will be used to compare prevalence between time points. For the analysis of surveillance trends (objective 6), the spatiotemporal diffusion of the epidemic will be described using time-trends and measurement of local and global case clustering through spatiotemporal scan statistics and \( \tau \) statistics, respectively. \footnote{As the study takes place during an epidemic, its natural progression is difficult to predict and the sample size may fall short of the power requirements. Post hoc analytical techniques to address power for cRCTs can be applied, including pairwise matching on ring variables or changing the unit of analysis from rings to households.} Direct and indirect costs will be analysed and prorated for the intervention period to derive cost-efficiency estimates (objective 7). \footnote{As the study takes place during an epidemic, its natural progression is difficult to predict and the sample size may fall short of the power requirements. Post hoc analytical techniques to address power for cRCTs can be applied, including pairwise matching on ring variables or changing the unit of analysis from rings to households.}

### Anticipated challenges and measurement biases

The study will be conducted in a very challenging context—cholera-affected areas of urban or rural and remote areas—where insecurity, poor road access, the rainy season and logistical issues with moving supplies are major concerns. \footnote{As the study takes place during an epidemic, its natural progression is difficult to predict and the sample size may fall short of the power requirements. Post hoc analytical techniques to address power for cRCTs can be applied, including pairwise matching on ring variables or changing the unit of analysis from rings to households.} The level of community acceptance of the intervention is dependent on relationships between the community and implementers including MSF and the MOH. Some level of mistrust of government and partners regarding outbreak response are anticipated. \footnote{As the study takes place during an epidemic, its natural progression is difficult to predict and the sample size may fall short of the power requirements. Post hoc analytical techniques to address power for cRCTs can be applied, including pairwise matching on ring variables or changing the unit of analysis from rings to households.} Given that CATI is limited to a small group of communities, similar to Ebola ring vaccination, this delivery approach may not always be an acceptable proposition to a community. \footnote{As the study takes place during an epidemic, its natural progression is difficult to predict and the sample size may fall short of the power requirements. Post hoc analytical techniques to address power for cRCTs can be applied, including pairwise matching on ring variables or changing the unit of analysis from rings to households.} These challenges can be countered, to some extent, through preconsultation with communities. That MSF has a long history of collaboration with these MoHs and communities throughout historical cholera outbreaks is a strength in terms of community trust. Finally, CATI does not attempt to improve water supply or contamination at the community level (as compared with CATI approaches in Kinshasa where water was brought to the community). \footnote{As the study takes place during an epidemic, its natural progression is difficult to predict and the sample size may fall short of the power requirements. Post hoc analytical techniques to address power for cRCTs can be applied, including pairwise matching on ring variables or changing the unit of analysis from rings to households.} Therefore, environment-to-human transmission via contaminated community water sources are not fully addressed in this model, and therefore, cannot be evaluated under this protocol. We do note that most likely in the context of outbreak, the initial primary infection from a water source is followed by extensive secondary person-to-person, faecal-oral transmission. \footnote{As the study takes place during an epidemic, its natural progression is difficult to predict and the sample size may fall short of the power requirements. Post hoc analytical techniques to address power for cRCTs can be applied, including pairwise matching on ring variables or changing the unit of analysis from rings to households.}

Evaluating a complex intervention with multiple interacting components will be demanding. A holistic approach to understanding the pathway to impact through interrogation of multiple substudies (eg, importance of household vs neighbourhood and community transmission) has been included in the study. The coverage survey is a means of collecting information on the retention and uptake of interventions as well as uptake of vaccination which are needed to demonstrate a lasting and meaningful protective effect of CATI. To better complete the policy picture of implementing CATI (including OCV), the fidelity to implementation is captured through indicators reflecting process and community acceptance (via measuring refusal of interventions in the coverage survey), and by documenting direct and indirect costs.
Patient and public involvement

Before implementing CATI and the study, village leaders will be consulted to seek approval for the study. Implementation of any intervention and evaluation during an outbreak are critically dependent on developing a mutual understanding of objectives for control of the outbreak between citizens, community leaders and the response teams. MSF will hold community meetings including a discussion of the aims of CATI and the study, risks and benefits and needs to avoid stigmatisation of primary cases and their households. The MSF health and hygiene promotion team supporting CATI will monitor community perceptions of the study over time and adjust the engagement strategy as needed.

ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION

This study has been designed to address evidence gaps in CATI’s effectiveness. The study findings will be disseminated through networks of cholera control actors and the Ministries of Health in cholera-affected countries and the GTFCC. The results will aid with the design of effective CATI strategies and their integration into national cholera preparedness and response plans and will provide evidence-based advocacy to fund and preposition CATI materials during the cholera season. At both a national and global level, we have presented the protocol to disease control programmes (eg, the DRC Programme National d’Élimination du Choléra et de Lutte contre les Maladies Diarrhéiques (PNECHOL-MD) and at GTFCC Working Groups). The study team will work with the MOH, local MSF, other nongovernmental organisations and affected communities to share the findings. This will include translating the science and communicating the findings with local communities via community meetings and posters in health facilities. We will communicate to the scientific and practitioner community using journal articles and policy briefs.

The ethics review boards of MSF and LSHTM have approved the generic protocol (MSF Protocol no 2074, LSHTM Protocol no 22976), a DRC-specific version of the protocol (MSF Protocol no 2074a, LSHTM Protocol no 22976-1). The DRC-specific protocol was approved by the MOH’s ethics review board (Comité National d’Éthique de la Santé, Protocol no 249) and administrative approval was granted by the PNECHOL-MD and the Programme Élargi de Vaccination (PEV/EPI, Extended Programme of Immunisation). Approvals are being sought from provincial and local health authorities in high risk areas. In DRC, verbal approval for all data collection activities will be sought from village or neighbourhood leaders. Verbal informed consent for the primary case data, household and AMR substudies and household coverage substudy will be sought from adults (≥18 years) and parents or guardians of minors. Minors 8–17 years will be asked for verbal assent. Verbal rather than written informed consent is preferred given (1) the potential for limited literacy and the compounded problem of finding a literate witnesses, (2) the collection of this data and stool samples are not considered to be invasive procedures and (3) the context of a fast-moving epidemic necessitating rapid data collection. For Cameroon, Zimbabwe and Niger, study protocols and informed consent procedures are being submitted for ethical review by the respective national, MSF and LSHTM ethics committees and for approval by health authorities.
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